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ENJOY DELICIOUS PRESERVATIVE-FREE ALL NATURAL JAMS, JELLIES AND
MARMALADES STARTING TODAY!Small Batch Preserving Made Easy brings brilliant
preserving knowledge to your jam and jelly-ready kitchen. This book administers the essential
knowledge you require as you move forward on your frugal preserving adventures, armed with a
thick-bottomed pot and a barrel of delicious, shiny fruits. Learn the joys of pectin, the art of the
fruit “gelling” process, and how to create interesting, luxurious jellies and jams without the dismal
inclusion of preservatives.Red, bursting strawberries, holiday-flavored apples and cranberries,
brilliant figs and pecans—this preserve book doesn’t pull any sweet spreading punches.
Furthermore, with this book, you don’t require the complicated canning process; simply utilize
your ready freezer or fridge for the preservation of your created jams and jellies for up to a year!
Delicious, homemade preserves can be yours without complication, without calorie-rich
preservatives, and with all the desired joy of fruity sweetness. Don’t waste another jelly-less day!
SCROLL UP AND CLICK BUY TO DOWNLOAD YOUR COPY INSTANTLY

About the AuthorJ.C. Mackin, MCSA, MCSE, is a writer, editor, and Microsoft Certified Trainer
who has focused on Windows networking technologies since Windows NT 4.0. He has written or
coauthored more than 10 books about Windows administration and certification.
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Copyright © 2014 Rose MichaelsAll Rights Reserved.DISCLAIMERAll rights reserved. No part
of this publication or the information in it may be quoted from or reproduced in any form by
means such as printing, scanning, photocopying or otherwise without prior written permission of
the copyright holder.Effort has been made to ensure that the information in this book is accurate
and complete, however, the author and the publisher do not warrant the accuracy of the
information, text and graphics contained within the book due to the rapidly changing nature of
science, research, known and unknown facts and internet. The Author and the publisher do not
hold any responsibility for errors, omissions or contrary interpretation of the subject matter
herein. This book is presented solely for motivational and informational purposes
only.IntroductionSmall Batch Preserving Made Easy combines the brilliant flavor of essential
fruits with the old-age act of preserving. Included are over twenty delicious recipes that provide
loads of your favorite fruit-y flavors perfect for Holiday parties, on-the-run breakfasts and dessert
toppings. In fact, each of the recipes reveals stunning flavor without the added store-bought
preservatives; they are not pulsing with so much sugar that the jelly or jam forgets about its core
fruit ingredient. This is beneficial not only for your waistline, but your overall health and your taste
buds as well.Preserving is not just for your grandmother anymore as you reap the frugal rewards
of creating your personal jams and jellies, each ready in your fridge for up to a month and your
freezer for up to a year. This book reveals intricate tips on the basics of preserving, leading you
down this newfound path with confidence and a great thick-bottomed pot. Furthermore, this
book breaks down the gelling process, bringing clarity to that most stressful part of any
beginner’s jam-making time. Your question, “Is it done yet?” will find its answer in the basics of
preserving, and your jam will find its way safely into their cans or freezer-ready containers,
without the unnecessary procedure of “canning”.Each jam, jelly, marmalade, preserve, and
conserve in this book is unique and perfect for any gift-giving occasion. You’re revealing a piece
of your crafty self in each jam and jelly; you’re bringing high-quality spreads to your breakfast
table that retain nutritive qualities from their sunny fruit days. Allow your family and friends to
taste the delicious, natural benefits of your at-home preserving abilities. Yield fruity, delicious
flavor—without too much added sugar. Utilize high-quality ingredients, and administer natural
sweetness in your life. Your dry toast and your taste buds are waiting.Table of
ContentsIntroductionChapter 1: Basics of PreservingChapter 2: Tools of the Preserving
TradeChapter 3: Jam RecipesSweet Summer Strawberry JamKiki Kiwi and Strawberry
JamTropical Green Pineapple JamGreek Mediterranean Sun-Dried Tomato JamChristmas
Cranberry JamChapter 4: Jelly RecipesPapa’s Pomegranate JamFarmer Bob’s Blueberry
JellyGreen Apple Green Pepper JellyCorn on the Cob JellyApple Cinnamon JellyChapter 5:
Marmalade RecipesRaging Raspberry MarmaladeSimple Southern Orange MarmaladeLemon
Lime MarmaladeRuby Rhubarb MarmaladeMorning Glory Ginger MarmaladeChapter 6:
Preserve RecipesAlmond Cherry Pie PreservesGeorgia Peach PreservesCitrus Eggplant



PreservesVanilla Bean Plum PreservesChapter 7: Conserve RecipesSunny Fig and Pistachio
ConservePlum and Raisin ConserveChristmas Ginger Pear ConserveMaple Syrup Blueberry
ConserveConclusionChapter 1: Basics of PreservingPreserving is not just your grandmother’s
game anymore. All your favorite seasonal summer produce can follow you into the winter with
these stunning recipes, each with natural sweetness, with no preservatives, and ready for your
English muffin morning spreading adventures, cheese plates, and booming Christmas
parties.When you create your own jam, you aren’t signing on to the preservative-rich nature of
other jams and jellies. The store-bought ones generally contain more sugar than anything
nutritious. Furthermore, creating your own jam, jelly, or other preserves is actually the most frugal
way in which to deliver high-quality spreads to your breakfast table. With just some fruit, pectin,
and some sugar, you can create this sweet treat to last an entire year.Understanding the Gel
StateWhen you begin creating your jams and jellies, you’ll need to reach something called the
“gel point.” At this point, the created jam and jelly will, in fact, “gel” together when it cools to
create a luxurious, beautiful spread. Many people utilize a candy thermometer; when the goop
reaches 220 degrees Fahrenheit, the jelly should be done. However, there are other, more
reliable ways in which to test the jam.The Spoon or Sheet TestCreate this test by dipping a big
spoon into the still-boiling jam. Lift the spoon, with the jam, a foot and a half into the air over the
pot. Pour the jam out of the spoon quickly. Watch closely for the very last drop to fall off the
spoon. During the initial stages of the jam-making process, the last drop will fall off in a single
drop.When the jelly begins to foam, it’s close to being done. The bubbles should be spread over
the surface, starting to rumble up the pot. During the last stages, the liquid-y jelly will fall off the
spoon in two distinct drops—rather than the first step’s one drop. However, when the jelly’s
completely ready, the drops will pour off the spoon and run into each other as they fall off. This
means they “sheet” from the spoon.The Wrinkle TestAlternately, you can utilize the wrinkle test.
Keep a plate in your freezer as you cook your jelly. When you feel that your jelly is ready—based
on the spoon test—you can dot a very small amount of the jelly on the freezer plate. Place the
freezer plate back in the freezer for a minute. Afterwards, if you press against the jelly with your
finger and it wrinkles, it’s ready to go.The Pectin PerceptionMost of the inspired recipes in this
book utilize something called pectin. There are many reasons why. Essentially, when you cook
your delicious fruits for too long, the sweetness and brightness simply simmers away from them.
Furthermore, the flavor becomes over-processed, and you don’t end up with as much jam
product as you should. Also, who wants to stand over a hot stove all day, stirring and sweating?
Pectin is natural. It is a fiber that lingers in the cell walls of fruits like apples and oranges. In fact,
you can even make it at home, revealing the most natural product around! Simply boil two
pounds of under-ripe green apples along with one tablespoon of lemon juice and about three
and a half cups of water. Afterwards, strain the boiled mess through a cheesecloth. Then,
continue to boil what you’ve strained to decrease the overall volume by fifty percent. This results
in your natural pectin, perfect for your jam recipes. Many proponents of jam further state that
experimenting with at-home pectin holds best results when mixing high-pectin fruits, like apples,



with low-pectin fruits, like cherries.Pectin allows your jam to reach its ideal texture. The jams and
jellies can remain bright and spreadable. When you stick your knife into your prepared batch,
you should create a luxurious experience. The color of the jam will be natural, bright red or sunny
yellow, based on your desired fruity flavor.Note: there are advantages to the use of commercial
pectin. For one, the setting point on jams will be reached about ninety-nine percent of the time
when cooking with commercial pectin. Many regular canners, however, do not advise
commercial pectin because it requires the addition of too much extra sugar, which eventually
reduces the overall fruity taste of the jam or jelly.Fridge and Freezer JamsThe pros of these
fridge and freezer jams versus their friendly relatives, the canned jams, are many. Essentially,
when you create these fridge and freezer jams, you don’t need to utilize as much sugar for
preservation reasons. This means you’re creating a naturally sweet, healthy option. Furthermore,
you can utilize other types of sealable containers—not just jars—in order to store the jams. This
is because the jams and jellies are being preserved with the assistance of the refrigerator and
freezer.Copyright © 2014 Rose MichaelsAll Rights Reserved.Copyright © 2014 Rose
MichaelsAll Rights Reserved.DISCLAIMERAll rights reserved. No part of this publication or the
information in it may be quoted from or reproduced in any form by means such as printing,
scanning, photocopying or otherwise without prior written permission of the copyright
holder.Effort has been made to ensure that the information in this book is accurate and
complete, however, the author and the publisher do not warrant the accuracy of the information,
text and graphics contained within the book due to the rapidly changing nature of science,
research, known and unknown facts and internet. The Author and the publisher do not hold any
responsibility for errors, omissions or contrary interpretation of the subject matter herein. This
book is presented solely for motivational and informational purposes only.DISCLAIMERAll rights
reserved. No part of this publication or the information in it may be quoted from or reproduced in
any form by means such as printing, scanning, photocopying or otherwise without prior written
permission of the copyright holder.Effort has been made to ensure that the information in this
book is accurate and complete, however, the author and the publisher do not warrant the
accuracy of the information, text and graphics contained within the book due to the rapidly
changing nature of science, research, known and unknown facts and internet. The Author and
the publisher do not hold any responsibility for errors, omissions or contrary interpretation of the
subject matter herein. This book is presented solely for motivational and informational purposes
only.IntroductionSmall Batch Preserving Made Easy combines the brilliant flavor of essential
fruits with the old-age act of preserving. Included are over twenty delicious recipes that provide
loads of your favorite fruit-y flavors perfect for Holiday parties, on-the-run breakfasts and dessert
toppings. In fact, each of the recipes reveals stunning flavor without the added store-bought
preservatives; they are not pulsing with so much sugar that the jelly or jam forgets about its core
fruit ingredient. This is beneficial not only for your waistline, but your overall health and your taste
buds as well.Preserving is not just for your grandmother anymore as you reap the frugal rewards
of creating your personal jams and jellies, each ready in your fridge for up to a month and your



freezer for up to a year. This book reveals intricate tips on the basics of preserving, leading you
down this newfound path with confidence and a great thick-bottomed pot. Furthermore, this
book breaks down the gelling process, bringing clarity to that most stressful part of any
beginner’s jam-making time. Your question, “Is it done yet?” will find its answer in the basics of
preserving, and your jam will find its way safely into their cans or freezer-ready containers,
without the unnecessary procedure of “canning”.Each jam, jelly, marmalade, preserve, and
conserve in this book is unique and perfect for any gift-giving occasion. You’re revealing a piece
of your crafty self in each jam and jelly; you’re bringing high-quality spreads to your breakfast
table that retain nutritive qualities from their sunny fruit days. Allow your family and friends to
taste the delicious, natural benefits of your at-home preserving abilities. Yield fruity, delicious
flavor—without too much added sugar. Utilize high-quality ingredients, and administer natural
sweetness in your life. Your dry toast and your taste buds are waiting.IntroductionSmall Batch
Preserving Made Easy combines the brilliant flavor of essential fruits with the old-age act of
preserving. Included are over twenty delicious recipes that provide loads of your favorite fruit-y
flavors perfect for Holiday parties, on-the-run breakfasts and dessert toppings. In fact, each of
the recipes reveals stunning flavor without the added store-bought preservatives; they are not
pulsing with so much sugar that the jelly or jam forgets about its core fruit ingredient. This is
beneficial not only for your waistline, but your overall health and your taste buds as
well.Preserving is not just for your grandmother anymore as you reap the frugal rewards of
creating your personal jams and jellies, each ready in your fridge for up to a month and your
freezer for up to a year. This book reveals intricate tips on the basics of preserving, leading you
down this newfound path with confidence and a great thick-bottomed pot. Furthermore, this
book breaks down the gelling process, bringing clarity to that most stressful part of any
beginner’s jam-making time. Your question, “Is it done yet?” will find its answer in the basics of
preserving, and your jam will find its way safely into their cans or freezer-ready containers,
without the unnecessary procedure of “canning”.Each jam, jelly, marmalade, preserve, and
conserve in this book is unique and perfect for any gift-giving occasion. You’re revealing a piece
of your crafty self in each jam and jelly; you’re bringing high-quality spreads to your breakfast
table that retain nutritive qualities from their sunny fruit days. Allow your family and friends to
taste the delicious, natural benefits of your at-home preserving abilities. Yield fruity, delicious
flavor—without too much added sugar. Utilize high-quality ingredients, and administer natural
sweetness in your life. Your dry toast and your taste buds are waiting.Table of
ContentsIntroductionChapter 1: Basics of PreservingChapter 2: Tools of the Preserving
TradeChapter 3: Jam RecipesSweet Summer Strawberry JamKiki Kiwi and Strawberry
JamTropical Green Pineapple JamGreek Mediterranean Sun-Dried Tomato JamChristmas
Cranberry JamChapter 4: Jelly RecipesPapa’s Pomegranate JamFarmer Bob’s Blueberry
JellyGreen Apple Green Pepper JellyCorn on the Cob JellyApple Cinnamon JellyChapter 5:
Marmalade RecipesRaging Raspberry MarmaladeSimple Southern Orange MarmaladeLemon
Lime MarmaladeRuby Rhubarb MarmaladeMorning Glory Ginger MarmaladeChapter 6:



Preserve RecipesAlmond Cherry Pie PreservesGeorgia Peach PreservesCitrus Eggplant
PreservesVanilla Bean Plum PreservesChapter 7: Conserve RecipesSunny Fig and Pistachio
ConservePlum and Raisin ConserveChristmas Ginger Pear ConserveMaple Syrup Blueberry
ConserveConclusionTable of ContentsIntroductionChapter 1: Basics of PreservingChapter 2:
Tools of the Preserving TradeChapter 3: Jam RecipesSweet Summer Strawberry JamKiki Kiwi
and Strawberry JamTropical Green Pineapple JamGreek Mediterranean Sun-Dried Tomato
JamChristmas Cranberry JamChapter 4: Jelly RecipesPapa’s Pomegranate JamFarmer Bob’s
Blueberry JellyGreen Apple Green Pepper JellyCorn on the Cob JellyApple Cinnamon
JellyChapter 5: Marmalade RecipesRaging Raspberry MarmaladeSimple Southern Orange
MarmaladeLemon Lime MarmaladeRuby Rhubarb MarmaladeMorning Glory Ginger
MarmaladeChapter 6: Preserve RecipesAlmond Cherry Pie PreservesGeorgia Peach
PreservesCitrus Eggplant PreservesVanilla Bean Plum PreservesChapter 7: Conserve
RecipesSunny Fig and Pistachio ConservePlum and Raisin ConserveChristmas Ginger Pear
ConserveMaple Syrup Blueberry ConserveConclusionChapter 1: Basics of
PreservingPreserving is not just your grandmother’s game anymore. All your favorite seasonal
summer produce can follow you into the winter with these stunning recipes, each with natural
sweetness, with no preservatives, and ready for your English muffin morning spreading
adventures, cheese plates, and booming Christmas parties.When you create your own jam, you
aren’t signing on to the preservative-rich nature of other jams and jellies. The store-bought ones
generally contain more sugar than anything nutritious. Furthermore, creating your own jam, jelly,
or other preserves is actually the most frugal way in which to deliver high-quality spreads to your
breakfast table. With just some fruit, pectin, and some sugar, you can create this sweet treat to
last an entire year.Understanding the Gel StateWhen you begin creating your jams and jellies,
you’ll need to reach something called the “gel point.” At this point, the created jam and jelly will,
in fact, “gel” together when it cools to create a luxurious, beautiful spread. Many people utilize a
candy thermometer; when the goop reaches 220 degrees Fahrenheit, the jelly should be done.
However, there are other, more reliable ways in which to test the jam.The Spoon or Sheet
TestCreate this test by dipping a big spoon into the still-boiling jam. Lift the spoon, with the jam,
a foot and a half into the air over the pot. Pour the jam out of the spoon quickly. Watch closely for
the very last drop to fall off the spoon. During the initial stages of the jam-making process, the
last drop will fall off in a single drop.When the jelly begins to foam, it’s close to being done. The
bubbles should be spread over the surface, starting to rumble up the pot. During the last stages,
the liquid-y jelly will fall off the spoon in two distinct drops—rather than the first step’s one drop.
However, when the jelly’s completely ready, the drops will pour off the spoon and run into each
other as they fall off. This means they “sheet” from the spoon.The Wrinkle TestAlternately, you
can utilize the wrinkle test. Keep a plate in your freezer as you cook your jelly. When you feel that
your jelly is ready—based on the spoon test—you can dot a very small amount of the jelly on the
freezer plate. Place the freezer plate back in the freezer for a minute. Afterwards, if you press
against the jelly with your finger and it wrinkles, it’s ready to go.The Pectin PerceptionMost of the



inspired recipes in this book utilize something called pectin. There are many reasons why.
Essentially, when you cook your delicious fruits for too long, the sweetness and brightness
simply simmers away from them. Furthermore, the flavor becomes over-processed, and you
don’t end up with as much jam product as you should. Also, who wants to stand over a hot stove
all day, stirring and sweating?Pectin is natural. It is a fiber that lingers in the cell walls of fruits like
apples and oranges. In fact, you can even make it at home, revealing the most natural product
around! Simply boil two pounds of under-ripe green apples along with one tablespoon of lemon
juice and about three and a half cups of water. Afterwards, strain the boiled mess through a
cheesecloth. Then, continue to boil what you’ve strained to decrease the overall volume by fifty
percent. This results in your natural pectin, perfect for your jam recipes. Many proponents of jam
further state that experimenting with at-home pectin holds best results when mixing high-pectin
fruits, like apples, with low-pectin fruits, like cherries.Pectin allows your jam to reach its ideal
texture. The jams and jellies can remain bright and spreadable. When you stick your knife into
your prepared batch, you should create a luxurious experience. The color of the jam will be
natural, bright red or sunny yellow, based on your desired fruity flavor.Note: there are
advantages to the use of commercial pectin. For one, the setting point on jams will be reached
about ninety-nine percent of the time when cooking with commercial pectin. Many regular
canners, however, do not advise commercial pectin because it requires the addition of too much
extra sugar, which eventually reduces the overall fruity taste of the jam or jelly.Fridge and
Freezer JamsThe pros of these fridge and freezer jams versus their friendly relatives, the
canned jams, are many. Essentially, when you create these fridge and freezer jams, you don’t
need to utilize as much sugar for preservation reasons. This means you’re creating a naturally
sweet, healthy option. Furthermore, you can utilize other types of sealable containers—not just
jars—in order to store the jams. This is because the jams and jellies are being preserved with
the assistance of the refrigerator and freezer.Chapter 1: Basics of PreservingPreserving is not
just your grandmother’s game anymore. All your favorite seasonal summer produce can follow
you into the winter with these stunning recipes, each with natural sweetness, with no
preservatives, and ready for your English muffin morning spreading adventures, cheese plates,
and booming Christmas parties.When you create your own jam, you aren’t signing on to the
preservative-rich nature of other jams and jellies. The store-bought ones generally contain more
sugar than anything nutritious. Furthermore, creating your own jam, jelly, or other preserves is
actually the most frugal way in which to deliver high-quality spreads to your breakfast table. With
just some fruit, pectin, and some sugar, you can create this sweet treat to last an entire
year.Understanding the Gel StateWhen you begin creating your jams and jellies, you’ll need to
reach something called the “gel point.” At this point, the created jam and jelly will, in fact, “gel”
together when it cools to create a luxurious, beautiful spread. Many people utilize a candy
thermometer; when the goop reaches 220 degrees Fahrenheit, the jelly should be done.
However, there are other, more reliable ways in which to test the jam.The Spoon or Sheet
TestCreate this test by dipping a big spoon into the still-boiling jam. Lift the spoon, with the jam,



a foot and a half into the air over the pot. Pour the jam out of the spoon quickly. Watch closely for
the very last drop to fall off the spoon. During the initial stages of the jam-making process, the
last drop will fall off in a single drop.When the jelly begins to foam, it’s close to being done. The
bubbles should be spread over the surface, starting to rumble up the pot. During the last stages,
the liquid-y jelly will fall off the spoon in two distinct drops—rather than the first step’s one drop.
However, when the jelly’s completely ready, the drops will pour off the spoon and run into each
other as they fall off. This means they “sheet” from the spoon. The Wrinkle TestAlternately, you
can utilize the wrinkle test. Keep a plate in your freezer as you cook your jelly. When you feel that
your jelly is ready—based on the spoon test—you can dot a very small amount of the jelly on the
freezer plate. Place the freezer plate back in the freezer for a minute. Afterwards, if you press
against the jelly with your finger and it wrinkles, it’s ready to go.The Pectin PerceptionMost of the
inspired recipes in this book utilize something called pectin. There are many reasons why.
Essentially, when you cook your delicious fruits for too long, the sweetness and brightness
simply simmers away from them. Furthermore, the flavor becomes over-processed, and you
don’t end up with as much jam product as you should. Also, who wants to stand over a hot stove
all day, stirring and sweating?Pectin is natural. It is a fiber that lingers in the cell walls of fruits like
apples and oranges. In fact, you can even make it at home, revealing the most natural product
around! Simply boil two pounds of under-ripe green apples along with one tablespoon of lemon
juice and about three and a half cups of water. Afterwards, strain the boiled mess through a
cheesecloth. Then, continue to boil what you’ve strained to decrease the overall volume by fifty
percent. This results in your natural pectin, perfect for your jam recipes. Many proponents of jam
further state that experimenting with at-home pectin holds best results when mixing high-pectin
fruits, like apples, with low-pectin fruits, like cherries.Pectin allows your jam to reach its ideal
texture. The jams and jellies can remain bright and spreadable. When you stick your knife into
your prepared batch, you should create a luxurious experience. The color of the jam will be
natural, bright red or sunny yellow, based on your desired fruity flavor.Note: there are
advantages to the use of commercial pectin. For one, the setting point on jams will be reached
about ninety-nine percent of the time when cooking with commercial pectin. Many regular
canners, however, do not advise commercial pectin because it requires the addition of too much
extra sugar, which eventually reduces the overall fruity taste of the jam or jelly. Fridge and
Freezer JamsThe pros of these fridge and freezer jams versus their friendly relatives, the
canned jams, are many. Essentially, when you create these fridge and freezer jams, you don’t
need to utilize as much sugar for preservation reasons. This means you’re creating a naturally
sweet, healthy option. Furthermore, you can utilize other types of sealable containers—not just
jars—in order to store the jams. This is because the jams and jellies are being preserved with
the assistance of the refrigerator and freezer.
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Ali Julia, “Jams with less sugar and short shelf life. Written in 2014 this book provides 23 recipes
for jams that can last up to a month in the fridge and up to a year in the freezer. I prefer fridge
jams because I don't need to use as much sugar as with canned jams. The 23 recopies all into
the following categories (4 or 5 in each category): jam, jelly, marmalade, preserve, and
conserve.Ali Julia review”

Angela M, “Good recipes. This has recipes that look good. The recipes are easy to make for
intermediate cooks. The book is not for canning jam, this is for making fridge (3 week shelf life)
or freezer jam (year shelf life until thawed, then 3 weeks in fridge).There are pictures, but the
pictures do not seem to show finished product in all cases. There are pictures of cherry
preserves next to a cranberry recipe, a recipe calling for diced plums that shows a picture of
halved plums, whole pieces of lemon and peaches in two recipes calling for crushed or pulped
fruits. Slightly odd.All recipes are complete and there are no glaring mistakes in verbiage editing
other than a blueberry recipe suggests teaching a preserving technique to keep the preserves
for longer than normal, but fails to show anything different.”

Interested Party, “The Title Says it All. This is a good time for this book to come out. The book
starts with an introduction to small batch canning which is fairly simple yet yields great results.
This gives you a good introduction to preserving and gets you prepared for the tasks ahead..
The next section explains the tools that you will need to start your canning plans. The tools are
all easy to find and inexpensive.Next up is the fun stuff - the recipes. This book contains recipes
for jams, jellies and marmalades. Also included are recipes for preserves and conserves. Some
of my favorites are Sweet Summer Strawberry Jam and Ruby Rhubarb Marmalade. I have not
tried these recipes yet but I have canned before and those two look like the ones I will try
first.Unique to this recipe book is the pictures that accompany each recipe. They are bright and
well done and will help you in deciding what you would like to start canning first. I recommend
this book to Canners at all levels of experience. Well done.”

E Madsen, “No boring store bought flavors here.. Tomato Jam, Corn on the Cob Jelly, and
Morning Glory Ginger Marmalade were some of the recipes that caught my attention. These
aren't the recipes you find on the insert in the pectin boxes, but they are just as easy to follow. I
downloaded this book expecting micro-recipe versions of every day preserves, and instead
found creative recipes for small batches. Not what I was looking for, but I'm happy I found it.”

Carol, “I definitely recommend this book. This book is really well written with very easy to follow
recipes. Even if you have never made jam before you should have no problem following the
recipes in this book.Rose has produced recipes that go beyond strawberry and raspberry with
wonderful combinations like Tropical Pineapple, Ginger Marmalade (I have already made it and



it is yummy) and Fig and Pistachio Conserve.I will definitely be making more of these recipes
and will recommend this book to anyone interested in making jams, jellies, preserves and
conserves.”

Montzalee Wittmann, “Great book for the average home. Boy, this book shows how much easier
it is then when my mom and grandma made jams and preserves. Theses recipes and easy
steps are made for a busier lifestyle. There are some great recipes with pictures. Good book, not
a lot of recipes but all the basic ones and a few extras.”

The book by Rose Michaels has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 50 people have provided feedback.
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